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FOLK MELODY STARTERS 
TREBLE CLEF 

As a duo, we love composing and performing in the style of folk music. Folk music is passed 
down from generation to generation through singing, playing, and storytelling, and often isn’t 
learned by reading music. Instead, musicians learn folk tunes through the traditions of 
listening and repetition. 

Simple folk melodies are often in two parts that we’ll call Part A and Part B.  
Part A is generally the first section of the tune. It can either be a statement with a definitive 
ending or a question with an ending that leads into the next section.  
Part B is generally the second section of the tune. It can be a statement with a 
definitive ending, often the same ending as Part A. It can be an answer with a definitive 
ending that may not be the same ending as Part A, OR it can be a question that leads 
back into Part A.  
Sometimes A and B answer each other, sometimes A and B are both separate   
statements, and sometimes A and B have different beginnings/middles, but end   
the same, either rhythmically or melodically. 

Here’s an example of a traditional folk tune with Parts A and B. Take a look at the 
endings of each Part and decide if Part A and Part B are statements or questions. Make 
a note of anything else you notice about the tune, particularly the endings.  
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To create your own folk melody, you’ll need to make some decisions about your Part A and 
Part B. Here’s a list to help you outline your melody’s characteristics:  

 Part A is a statement.  

 Part A is a question. 

 Part B is a statement.  

 Part B is a question.  

 Part A ends the same as Part B.  

 Part A ends differently than Part B.  

Now, use the melody starter below to get your composition going. For this example, Parts A 
and B will each be four measures long. Notice your key signature, repeat signs, and any 
similarities or differences between the starting measures. 

Once you’ve completed your melody, play through it on your instrument to make sure you 
like the way it sounds.  

Great job creating your first folk melody! For more composition practice, visit 
www.theokfactoratlas.com/worksheets.
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